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A theory has been formulated which states that the
rate of heat rejection from the cylinder gases of an




c.«,»r^'AT Cp|^e Sfj^)**-] ( 1
)
where n is an exponent less than unity. For a given
engine operating at constant fuel air ratio and water
jacket temperature equation (1) takes the form
a - c•HST^NT(s,^\^^tp^'^ (2)
The theory predicts that geometrically similar engines
all have the same value of n. The relation between heat
rejection and engine size for geometrically similar




The purpose of this thesis was to Investigate the
validity of the theory with respect to the effect of
engine size on heat rejection. Three geometrically
similar spark ignition internal combustion engines
installed in Sloan Laboratory were used in this
investigation.
The results of this study give, for the M.I.T.
G.S.E., a value of .6 for the exponent n defined in
equation (2) and a value of ,9 for n in equation (3),
By theory these two values should be the same. The
results, therefore, indicate that as engine size increases,
more heat per unit area is rejected than predicted by
theory.
Since this study represents the first attempt to
correlate engine size and heat rejection, it is
recommended that further studies be conducted on the
M.I.T. G.S.E. with particular emphasis on the effects
of friction, spark advance, and thermal efficiency on
heat rejection. It is fiirther recommended that attempt
be made to measure separately the heat rejected to the
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Brake mean effective pressure
Best power spark advance
Degrees before top center
Specific heat at constant pressure
Diameter
Volumetric efficiency
Lower heating value of fuel
Fuel air ratio
Friction horsepower
Friction mean effective pressure
Mass velocity
Geometrically similar engines
Brake scale absolute reading
Coefficient of heat transfer between fluid and surface
Local individual coefficient of heat transfer for the
inner surface.
Local individual coefficient of heat transfer for the
outer surface
Indicated horsepower
Indicated mean effective pressure
Thermal conductivity of fluid







ftg Air flow rate
kf Fuel flow rate
n Exponent
N Revolutions per unit time
Pa Atmospheric pressure
Pq Exhaust pressure
Pj^ Inlet air pressure
A^ Pressure drop across orifice
psia Absolute pressuire
psig Gage pressiire
q Rate of heat flow
C) Rate of heat flow
Rq Reynolds number
RPM Revolutions per minute
S Piston speed ft/min
SA Spark advance
-4 "7" Mean gas temperatiire minus wall temperature
Tf Fuel temperature
Th Cylinder head temperature
TjL Inlet air temperature
T-j Water jacket temperature
U Local overall heat transfer coefficient
u Local velocity
V^ Displacement volume
X^ Cylinder wall thickness
Y-^ Orifice espansion factor











The principle of similitude has been used as a tool
by the Naval Engineer and Naval Architect since the days
of William Froude , in 1870, to predict the performance of
ships and propellers from the results of small scale
model tests* The concept of dimensional analysis and
its application to controlled model experiment have
become a powerful tool in producing a practical solution
to design problems in many engineering applications.
In the past twenty years a considerable amount of
theory has been developed [l] concerning the performance
and behavior of geometrically similar internal combustion
engines. The validity of certain relations such as
weight, gravity and inertia stresses can be demonstrated
by mathemntical proof [2^ , but the more complex relation-
ships of heat rejection, combustion and detonation,
friction and wear cannot be predicted by, theory alone
nor proved mathematically. The M.I.T, Geometrically
Similar Engines, described in Appendix A, have therefore
been built as a means of attacking these and other complex
problems through controlled experimentation on equipment
which faithfully fulfills the conditions of similitude
as they are presently understood.
Because of high cyclic temperatures existing inside
the cylinder of an internal combustion engine while
operating, it is necessary to remove heat from the
cylinder and associated metal parts to prevent destruction,
Numbers in brackets refer to reference numbers
•

This is universally accomplished by circulating a cooling
fluid, usually water, oil, or air, in or around the cylinder
walls and heads. In a closed loop water cooling system some
means must be provided for removing the cylinder heat
from the cooling fluid before it can be recirculated.
In order to design such a means, it is desirable to be
able to predict the amount of heat which must be removed
from a given engine and how this amount of heat will vary
as the size of the engine is varied. The purpose of this
study is to determine by experimentation with the M.I.T,
Geometrically Similar Engines the effect of engine size
on heat rejection. Although the problem is here applied
specifically to the internal combustion engine the
broader implication to the problem of relating size and
behavior of any power unit is obvious.
The general relation for the heat transferred from
one fluid through a solid wall to another fluid was
first expressed by Newton as
da^UciAAt (1)
For this case^ considering no foreign material such as
scale on either side of the solid wall, the local
overall heat transfer coefficient U may be defined as
follows:
where hi and h© are the "local individual coefficients
of heat transfer"* for the inner and outer surfaces
*McAdaras, W. H. , Heat Transmission, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1942.
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respectively, and x^ and k^ are the thickness and thermal
conductivity of the solid wall. The terms of equation
(2) may be considered as resistances to heat flow.
Since the thermal conductivity of metals, k^, is large
compared to x^y in engines of usual size, the resistance
-^ is small. In the case of an engine cooling system,
where heat must be transferred from a hot gas through
the cylinder, to a coolant, the value of Iiq may also be
very large compared with hj_ as long as the coolant in
contact with the wall remains a liquid. Therefore,
with hQ and k^ large, as is the case for an engine, h^
becomes the controlling factor in determining the
overall coefficient U, and hence the amount of heat
transferred. In order to determine a relationship for
h^, let us compare the geometry of an engine cylinder
with the geometry of shapes for which heat transfer study
has been made. The engine cylinder most closely
approximates a pipe. For this case McAdams in reference
^6] gives by dimensional analysis
which may be rewritten as
Assuming a power function McAdams rewrites ([[.) in the
following form











QfefL » C.H4TAMT J^, (C^^)-Co»*8TAHT (9)
Then equation (8) may be written as
-^-bAATCp(pu)*»^Xj«-* (10)
Applying equation (10) to the transfer of heat from gases
in an internal combustion engine through the cylinder
walls, if we take the density of the gases in the
cylinder as represented by inlet density times volumetric
efficiency, and the velocity as represented by piston




where ^T is some mean gas temperature minus the wall
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temperature. Pi is the inlet density, e the volumetric
efficiency, 5 the average piston speed,^ some mean
gas viscosity, and Jj some characteristic dimension.
Equation (11) is an approximation at best and its
application involves theoretical difficulties. The
velocity of the gas during exhaust blowdown at the
exhaust valve is equal to the speed of sound in the gas
and is independent of the piston speed. /XT, Cp, P^M ^ ^
and the speed of sound vary continuously during the
cycle. Further, the temperatures of the surfaces in
contact with the gases are not all the same. However,
despite the limitations involved, experiments on
individual engines ^_i] , where JC the size factor is
a constant, have shown that equation (11) gives a good
approximation for the rate of heat transfer from
cylinder gases. The authors propose to determine
in this study whether or not equation (11) may be used
to approximate the rate of heat transfer for an engine
in which the size is varied. By using the three
Geometrically Similar Engines, we have in effect, one
engine whose size has been varied. Geometric similarity
is ccEifined to the engines themselves; however,
associated equipment is such that similarity of
operating conditions may be maintained.
To th6 best of the authors* knowledge these engines
are the only set of geometrically similar engines in
existence; as no prior work on heat rejection has been
done using these engines, this study represents the

first attempt at direct experimental verification of
equation (11) with size as a variable.
In order to obtain data which may be correlated
with engine size, the effect of other variables
appearing in equation (11) must be eliminated by-
maintaining them similar or constant for the three
engines. This involves maintaining the specific heat
Cp and the viscosityy^ of the working gas, £^T , the
temperature difference between the working gas and the
cylinder wall, and the product ( AcS) constant.
Cp and x^ are functions of the gas temperature.
Therefore if the average gas temperature is constant,
Cp and y^ will be constant. The gas teii5)erature is a
function of the fuel air ratio, if the compression
ratio and thermal efficiency are constant. With
compression ratio and fuel-air ratio constant, the
thermal efficiency is dependent on spark advance. The
point of optimum spark advance (greatest output) varies
with load and with speed. If spark advance is maintained
constant, thermal efficiency will vary with load and speed,
Varying thermal efficiency will vary the exhaust gas
temperature, and hence vary the average gas temperature.
However, theory predicts flj and experiments have
verified [^Ij^ that, at constant load and speed, similar
engines have the same thermal efficiency at the same spark
advance. Therefore, for similar conditions of operation,
speed and load, thermal efficiency and average gas
temperature will be constant, and therefore Cp and /{ ,
the viscosity, will both be constant. In addition.
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the results of other experiments indicate that the
ohange in the rate of heat transfer is not large when
the spark advance is changed a small amount [.l] .
In view of the above, it appears that the error introduced
by using a constant spark advance for all the engines at
all conditions of load and speed may be neglected.
As the size of the engine is varied, another
difficulty is encountered. For geometrically similar
cylinders of different sizes a varies as AT f\,(Jl)^'^
or ^T(X)***> if all other conditions are constant.
By dimensional analysis it may be shown that for heat




where R]^, R2, R3, are ratios describing the shape of the
body, and ATwo- Is temperature drop in the cylinder wall*
If equations (11) and (12) are to give the same
results, and assuming that the gas temperature is the
same in each case, AT^j- in equation (12) must be
varied as i to keep AT in equation (11) constant.
This means that in order to have the same temperature
drop across the cylinder walls of similar engines, the
temperature of the cooling fluid would have to be
lowered as J( is increased. This may be impracticable
or undesirable when changes in size are made. However,
if the thermal conductivity of the cylinder wall is
large , the temperature drop through the wall will be
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small if its thickness is a reasonable size. Since
this is the case, the drop through the wall will be
small in comparison with the total temperature drop
from the gas to the cooling fluid. Therefore as an
approximation the temperature difference i^T in




J^o€. S ) in equation (11) is not
dependent on size and must be held constant if
correlation with size is to be obtained. At constant
gas temperature and thermal efficiency, as has been
assumed, the mean gas density represented by {Po^ )
is proportional to the indicated mean effective
pressure. Consequently, equation (11) may be written
in the form
-j^=c.«,(,„ePnS)"(Xp (13)
The IMEP is equal to the sum of friction mean effective
pressure, which may be measured, and the brake mean
effective pressure which may be measured and controlled*
The piston speed, S, may be measured and controlled,
therefore the product (IMSP)K(S) may be measured and
varied for each engine within the limits of its operating
range. At any operating point where the product (IMEP)*>(S)
is the same for the three engines the effect of this
variable will be constant and may be eliminated.
It is seen that the effect of all factors not
dependent on size in equation (11) may be eliminated*
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The equation in its simplest form relating engine size
to heat rejection may, therefore, be written as
g^i =eo^.ST^HT(X)'''' (14)
Equation (11) predicts that heat rejection, with
iOc e 5 -^
-i ^P 9 ^^^ ^ constant, is dependent
on £iT . Neglecting the variation in the temperature
drop through the cylinder wall as size is varied, ^T
,
with the gas temperature constant, is dependent on the
average jacket temperature. Therefore, if heat rejection
is plotted against the average jacket temperature, this
curve may be extrapolated to the point at which no heat
will be rejected. The temperature of the jacket at
this point should be the same as the average temperature




The experimental procedure used was to maintain
similarity of operating conditions between the three engines.
The data obtained were such that correlation between engine
size and heat rejection could be obtained by eliminating
the effects of non-related variables by maintaining their
effects constant. If cuirves of heat rejection plotted
against the product of the load and the speed factors (picS)
for each engine (x-constant) are obtained, cross plots may
be drawn at constant (piC S ), over a range of values,
yielding curves of heat rejection plotted against the size
factor jt •
The procedure described above, yielded information
relating heat rejection to the output of the engine. The
same procedure also yielded information relating heat
rejection to the input to the engine, which, at constant
fuel air ratio may be measured by the amount of air taken
by the engine.
Likewise, data were obtained by which heat rejection
may be related to the jacket temperature or A T , the
effect of other factors being eliminated as far as possible.
This was achieved by maintaining speed, air consiimption at
constant fuel air ratio, and all other operating variables
constant or similar for the three engines while the average
jacket temperature was varied independently.
In order to preserve similarity between the engines,
lubricating oils were used with varying viscosity so that
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the ratio (/*/^ ) at 250°? was constant for the three engines.
For all runs, data were taken only after conditions had
stabilized. The length of time between readings and the
number of readings taken were determined by the degree of
stability attained. During all runs at least 2 observers
were present to maintain precise control and to insure
nearly simultaneous data observation. For most runs
satisfactory stability was easily obtained and maintained.
The actual values chosen for each of the operating
variables in each series of test runs and the measuring
means are given below.
Friction inms t
FMEP was measured by motoring each engine. This was
done with electric dynamometers, and a hydraulic scale.
Piston speed was arbitrarily varied over a range of 600
ft/minute to 2000 ft/minute and PMEP was measured at constant
exhaust pressure and three inlet pressures for each piston
speed. Thus a family of curves was obtained for each engine
from which the FMBP may be read for any speed or inlet
pressure by interpolation or extrapolation.
Firing runs on the 2-j" engine indicated that with an
inlet air temperature of 150°F, which was used for friction
runs on that engine, fuel evaporation was incomplete.
Therefore a value of 160°F was chosen, and this value was
used for the friction runs for the 6" engine. However, as
the inlet air temperature has small effect on the pumping
friction only, it was decided that the friction data obtained




The dynamometer zero position was determined by taking
an average of 20 steady state zero positions reached after
displacement from rest. The dynamometer coupling was
disconnected during this determination. After a zero
reading was found, the scale was adjusted to read zero,





































600-2000 ft./min. Stroboscope and tachometer




Dyn. & Hydraulic scale.
Scale reading by mercuzy
manometer.
Heat Rejection Runs ;
The procedure for firing runs was similar to that for
friction runs in that piston speed was arbitrarily varied
over a range of 600 ft./min. to 2000 ft./min. and inlet
pressures were varied at each speed to give a range of
BMEPS, Operating conditions were controlled as far as
possible so that the friction curves would be directly
applicable to obtain the IMEP at which the engine was
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operating during each run.
At low speeds some difficulty was experienced in
maintaining stable conditions at low brake loads. This
difficulty was partially eliminated by changing the size of
the air orifice for low loads. The orifice sizes chosen
were such that the pressure drop across the orifices were
sufficient to insure accurate air measurements.
The cooling water system used was so designed that
only a portion of the water being circulated was cooled.
The cooled water was then mixed with the uncooled water
and recirculated through the engine. This was done in
order to obtain a large temperature difference and thus
increase the accuracy of the heat rejection measurement.
The portion of the water to be cooled was determined
arbitrarily, but, was such that a large temperature drop
across the cooler was obtained while maintaining constant
circulation rate through the engine water jacket. The
recirculating portion of the cooling water system was
insulated to prevent excessive unaccountable heat losses.
The fuel-air ratio chosen was ,078 pounds fuel per pound
of air. This value, being a rather rich mixture, was
chosen so that unavoidable variations in fuel-air ratio
would have a little effect as possible on heat rejection.
Fuel-air ratio of .078 also makes it possible for later
workers to enter these data on Hottel charts in studying
fuel-air cycles of similar engines. Although a previous
investigation [3] indicated that the fuel-air ratio for
best power for these engines is ,073, it was decided that
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a richer mixture would probably insure more nearly similar
conditions. It was also observed from brake reading that
•073 is lower than the actual best power fuel-sir ratio.
The gasoline used was a commercial unleaded automotive
fuel. An unleaded fuel was used to prevent lead deposits
on the heat transfer surfaces which would alter the heat
transfer characteristics of the surfaces during the period
of testing. Before taking any data, the cylinder heads
were removed and cleaned to remove the lead deposits
resulting from previous firing of the engines. The cooling
system was flushed with detergent and refilled with a weak
rust prevention solution (potassium chromate).
After investigating previous work on these engines
C3l it was found that best power spark advance varied
from twenty to forty degrees depending on bore, RPM, and
P. It was decided that 25 degrees spark advance was a
good mean value at which all engines would operate
satisfactorily at all conditions planned; therefore this
value was used for all runs.
The spark plugs assigned to the engines are as
follows:
6" engine - Champion 7 or equivalent
4" engine - Champion J8 or equivalent
2-5-" engine - Champion Y-4A or equivalent
These plugs represent the medium heat range, being
neither hot nor cold. Because the low density of charge
at the higher vacuum runs makes wide spark gap desirable,

























SUMMARY OP OPERATING VARIABLES
Value Means of Measurement
Standard ASME square





























Measured variable Calibrated rotameter
Measured variable Mercury thermometer
IJynamometer and hydraulic
Measured variable scale. Scale readings by
Mercury manometer.
Heat Rejection at Varying Jacket Temperature :
Data were taken at only one condition of speed and
load. A piston speed of 1200 ft./min. and inlet pressure
of 3" Hg. vacuxira when the average jacket temperature was
145° were chosen as operating points. As the jacket
temperature was varied from 145° i the air consumption
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was maintained at the same value , rather than the inlet
pressure. This was done to eliminate dependence on
equal volumetric efficiencies for similarity between
the three engines. Unequal volumetric efficiencies
were possible because of the dissimilar air intake
systems. Otherwise operating procedure was the same
as for the heat rejection runs described above. Data
for as wide a range of average j socket temperatures as




















Friction MEP (Motoring) versus Piston Speed, 2-^" G.S.E.
Friction MEP (Motoring) versus Piston Speed, 4" G.S.E,
Friction MEP (Motoring) versus Piston Speed, 6" G.S.E.
Friction MEP (Motoring) versus Piston Speed, Three G.S.E.
Heat Re;jection versus (S) (IMEP)
Output versus Input
Output versus Input
Heat Rejection versus Air Flow - Ko*
Heat Rejection versus Air Flow - t^oulj^**
Heat Rejection versus Size at Constant Air Flow
Size versus Heat Rejection at Constant Piston Speed
and Inlet Pressure
Heat Rejection versus Air Consximption
Heat Rejection versus Cylinder Head Temperature with
Constant Water Jacket Temperature
Heat Rejection versus Water Jacket Temperature
Heat Rejection versus Cylinder Head Temperature with
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In order to ascertain IMEP for the heat rejection runs
it was decided to measure BMTilP by the dynamometer and add
PMEP read from curves to obtain IFEP« The curves were
constructed from data obtained by motoring the engines,
and fair correlation of the individual engines was obtained*
However, when the data are plotted for the three engines
at constant inlet pressure there is poor correlation
of results. Theory states that FMEP due to viscous
friction will be equal for similar engines when the ratio
of the lubricant viscosity to a characteristic dimension
is the same for each engine. PMEP due to coulomb friction
is considered proportional to load, represented by IKEP,
and should also be equal for similar engines.
Determination of PMEP firing from motoring test
data is a questionable procedure. Such factors as lower
gas pressure in the cylinder, lower piston and cylinder
temperature , cleaner and cooler oil on the cylinder walls
and the different pressure differential during the exhaust
process make a correlation of motoring and firing friction
uncertain. However, the errors introduced by these factors
are not all in the same direction and their effects tend
to cancel. Therefore, in many cases, it may be justified
to take motoring friction as approximately equal to firing
friction.
The results of the friction runs are shown in Figures
I, II, and III. Figure IV shows a comparison of the PMEP
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for each engine at the same conditions. This comparison
clearly shows that the friction for the three engines was
not in accordance with theory. This fact has previously
been reported by Gaboury et al. in reference [3] , and is
not entirely lanexpected considering the complex nature of
friction and the difficulty in maintaining the ratio of
oil viscosity to the linear dimension constant.
Heat Rejection
Figure V is a plot of equation (13) for each engine,
X' a constant. This curve clearly shows the effect of
size on heat rejection. As theory predicts, the rate of
heat rejection from the smaller engines per unit area is
greater than that for the larger engine. One of the
variables of this curve is IMEP. There is some doubt as
to the accuracy of the measurement of this quantity,
because of the inherent inaccuracies present in taking
motoring friction as a measure of firing friction.
As a check on the accuracy of the measurement of
FMEP, Figures VI and VI-A were plotted. These are plots
of input versus output as measured. If, as theory predicts,
indicated efficiencies for similar engines are equal at
similar conditions, these plots would result in a single
line for the three engines. In the actual plot of Figure
VI there was a marked difference in output for a given
input with change in size. If the three engines do not
have equal efficiencies for similar conditiOTis, the
deviation from a single straight line could be explained
on this basis. The deviation could also be explained if
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it were to be determined that the values of IMEP used
are actually in error. This latter explanation is
probably the true one. Other investigators [i] have
reported differences in motoring friction and firing
friction. The assumption that motoring friction would
be sufficiently accurate was apparently unjustified in
this case.
Therefore, rather than attempting to correlate heat
rejection for a given output, the measurement of which is
doubtful, a plot which shows the relation between heat
rejection from the engines and inputs to the engines was
made. This plot is shown in Figure VII. At constant
thermal efficiency, which may properly be assumed when
conditions are similar, output is proportional to input.
In this Figure VII, input is measured by the air
consumption of the engines. In order to obtain
correlation between the various engines the plot shown
in Figure VIII was made. This plot which eliminates
the uncertainties due to output measurement, provides
a valid basis for determining the effect of size on heat
rejection.
Figure VIII is similar in form to Figiire V, though
the curves for the three engines are more closely grouped.
For a given engine, Jl constant, equation (13) may be
reduced to
-|j 3 cowaT.[(IMeP)(S)] (15)
Theory predicts that the value of Vv in equation (15)
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is the same for similar engines. In Figure VIII, equation
(15) plots as a straight line for each engine. The slopes
of the curves give values of .688, .651, and .578 for the
exponent >i for the 2^", 4" and 6" a.S.E. respectively.
The difference in values of "h may "be explained by
considering the variation of thermal efficiencies caused
by using constant spark advance. A lower thermal efficiency,
at constant fuel air ratio, means a higher exhaust
temperature. A higher exhaust temperature raises the
average AT , Since the rate of heat flow is proportional
to the temperature difference, a lowering of thermal
efficiency would result in a greater heat flow. With a
spark advance of 25° used in this study, it is likely that
for a given engine the thermal efficiency at low speed
would be greater than at high speeds. Considering this,
it appears that a higher rate of heat flow was actually
present at high speed than would have existed had spark
advance been adjusted with speed to maintain constant
thermal efficiency. The order of magnitude of the error
introduced by neglecting this consideration is believed
to be small; however the tendency of compensating for this
error would be to rotate each line in a clockwise direction
about the lower end. If theory is correct in predicting
a greater rate of heat rejection from the smaller engine,
the curve for the 2-j" engine would be rotated a little
more than the curves for the larger engines. This would
tend to make the exponents >t more nearly equal for the
three engines. Therefore, it is concluded that similar
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engines do have a constant value for the exponent n In
equation (15). This value is approximately .6 for the
M.I.T. G.S.E.
Figure XI shows the relation of heat rejection to
input on the basis of total rather than heat rejection
per unit area as is shown in Figure VII. The orientation
of the curves with respect to each other is different
from Figure VII because of the difference in total heat
transfer surfaces of the three engines. The values of
n obtained from these curves are the same as those read
from Figures VII and VIII.
Figure VIII may be used as a basis for determining
the effect of size with other conditions similar or
constant. This may be done by making a cross plot at
constant rate of air flow per square inch. The results
of such a cross plot are shown in Figure IX. The two
curves plotted were taken at different points of constant
input. The slope of these curves should be the exponent
(n - 1) in equation (lif). The fact that the slopes
are different may be explained by considering the effects
which made the various n«3 different in Figure VIII. The
correction to Figure VIII discussed above would tend to
make the slopes of the curves in Figure IX more nearly
equal. The actual values of n found from the cross plots
vary from .9^ "to •832. These values are in variance with
the value predicted by theory. Theory predicts that the




In order to check the conclusions which may be based
on the results shown in Figure IX, Figure X was plotted.
Figure X is a plot of actual measured rate of heat
rejection from each engine at constant piston speed and
inlet pressure versus engine size. Under these
conditions, the thermal efficiency of each engine is
constant, with constant F, all factors except size in
equation (11) are constant for the three engines. The
values of n so obtained from curves in Figure X are
•90 and .805. The difference between the two values
so obtained may be explained by inherent inaccuracies in
experimental measurement. These values of n obtained by
this method are substantially in agreement with those
obtained by the cross plots of Figure IX and both are in
variance of the value 06 predicted by theory. This study
indicates that the theory is correct in predicting that
a large engine will reject less heat per unit area of
heat transfer svirface than a smaller engine, but that the
theory is in error in predicting the order of magnitude
of the effect of engine size.
The results of this study are not in complete accordance
with theory. As pointed out in the introduction, the
basic equation of heat transfer was applied to an
internal combustion engine in spite of the formidable
theoretical difficulties involved in so doing. If the
cyclic operation of an internal combustion engine and
the other complications involved do in truth prevent the
application of an equation derived for flov/ in pipes to
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an engine, t±ien there is reason to expect results in
variance with theory.
Before concluding on the basis of experimental
results that the theory is inadequate, the complete
applicability of the data must be established. There
are sources of error for which the data collected do
not account. One of these errors is due to the fact
that a portion of the heat rejection measured was not
from the working gas but rather from mechanical friction
in the cylinder. The heat rejection was not measured
during the motoring friction rtins except for the 6"
engine. Within the limitations of experimental accuracy,
data collected for the 6" engine motoring indicated that
the heat rejection from the cylinder varied from about
36 BTU/min at lowest speed to 2^0 BTU/min at highest
speed. A portion of this heat was due to the incoming
air being at a higher temperature than the jacket water.
To separate heat from this source from the heat due to
friction is impossible. In any case, the applicability
of the motoring data to the firing runs is subject to
question. However, if a correction were made for
friction heat, the tendency would be to decrease the heat
flow at higher speeds. Another source of error is due to
some heat from the working gas going to the lubricating
oil and some by conduction to the engine foundation.
These quantities of heat were not measured. If this
correction were applied the result would be opposite
in sense to the correction due to friction heat.
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Whether the two corrections would cancel each other is
not known. For lack of better information, it may be
assumed that the results shown by this studj^ are
approximately correct as far as these two errors are
concerned.
The largest source of heat loss in an internal
combustion engine is the heat in the exhaust gases.
No attempt was made to measure the temperature of the
exhaust gases of the engine nor to account for the
additional heat transfer due to the high velocities
existing during the exhaust process. The theory however,
also neglects these considerations.
The most probable source of error is inherent in
the assumption that since the fuel air ratio was constant
at all times, the gas temperature was constant. The
theory as advanced acknowledges the difference in AT
due to variation in cylinder wall thickness. Therefore
the results should not be corrected for this difference
in the various engines. Allowing this approximation,
AT is dependent on the jacket temperature and the
gas temperature. Jacket temperetiiire was accurately
controlled and was in fact maintained constant. Fuel-air
ratio was accurately controlled within the degree of
accuracy of the equipment used, and may be considered
constant. However, the fuel supplied was proportional to
the inlet air only. The inlet air on the suction stroke,
is mixed with the residual gases in the cylinder. The
conditions of similarity require that exhaust pressure be
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maintained constant, which was accurately done. As inlet
pressure is varied, the gases in the cylinder are composed
of varying proportions of inlet air and residual gas.
At very low inlet pressures, the proportion of inlet air
to residual gas is less that at higher inlet pressures.
Considering this, it may be concluded that the gas
temperatuire is indeed less at a low inlet pressure than
at a high inlet pressure. The effect of this variation
of gas temperature on heat transfer would depend on the
order of magnitude of the temperature variation. Neither
theory nor experimental results account for this variation,
However, the fact remains that this condition does exist
in any actual engine. Therefore, if the theory is
applicable, no correction to experimental res\ilts is
required.
In view of the above discussion it is considered
that the experimental data obtained is applicable and
the experimental results may be compared with predicted
results. Therefore the conclusion that engine size does
not have the magnitude of effect predicted by theory
is justified.
Cylinder Head Temperatures
Theory of heat flow states that as the amount of heat
flow across a body increases, the temperature drop across
the path of flow must increase. Figure XII, a plot of
cylinder head temperature versus heat flow per unit area,
for each engine, clearly shows the proportionality of
heat flow and temperature drop, A size effect is clearly
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indicated though the correlation is not clear.
Theoretically the curves should intersect the axis
at the jacket temperature, the point at which the
temperature difference and consequently the heat flow
are zero. The curves do not intersect at ll\.^^F at the
axis for two reasons; first, the ordinate is total heat
per unit area through the cylinder walls and head rather
than through the head alone, and second, the ordinate
also contains heat due to piston friction. If the
ordinate of the curves are reduced by the amount of
heat flow through the walls the curves would be lowered
and the slope decreased. If a correction for friction
is made, since there is more friction at high speeds,
the slopes would be decreased. Therefore, the combined
effect of these two corrections would be to lower and
rotate the c\irves clockwise, tending to bring their
intersection closer to the predicted point.
Heat rejection at various jacket temperatures
In order to justify the assumption that a constant
overall temperature difference existed in the three
engines, runs at constant IMEP and piston speed were
made while varying average jacket temperature.
Theoretically, if the curve of heat rejection versus
jacket temperature is extrapolated to zero heat
rejection, the jacket temperature at this point will
be equal to the mean gas temperature in the cylinder.
The results of these runs are shown in Figures XIII
and XIV. While fairly good curves were obtained for
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each engine, and a size effect was clearly indicated,
the correlation between engines was obscure. When
extrapolation is attempted in Figure XIII, no common
point of intersection is found. Figure XIV, in which
cylinder head temperature is plotted against heat
rejection gives no better results. This curve would
not be expected to give pertinent information unless
the ordinate were heat rejection through the head alone
rather than total heat rejection.
The difficulty in obtaining a common point of
intersection In Figure XIII may be due to the fact
that either extrapolation is not justified, because of
the narrow range of temperatures which could be used, or
the data on which the curves are based are unreliable.
At the higher jacket temperature runs, boiling of the
cooling water in the jacket was detected. Accurate
water flow measurement under such conditions was
difficult.
Considering the above, conclusions based on
Information in Figure XIII are not justified. If the
range of possible jacket temperatures were extended by
the use of a cooling fluid with a higher boiling point,




1. Heat transfer theory, as applied to internal
combustion engines, in the form of equation (11),
may be used to approximate heat rejection from the
cylinder gases.
2. Similar engines, considered independently, act as
theory predicts. The value of n in equation (l5)
is approximately ,6 for the M.I.T. G.S.E.
3« Large engines reject less heat per unit area than
small engines,
[(.. The effect of engine size on heat rejection per unit
area is less than predicted by theory. The value
of n in equation (lif) is approximately .9 for the
M.I.T. G.S.E.
5« Motoring friction may not be taken as a measure




In order to augment the information resulting
from this study and to provide a basis for future
studies using the M.I.T, G.S.E., it is recommended
that
:
1, An attempt be made to correlate heat rejection data
obtained in this study with IMEP measured by
indicator cards rather than by motoring friction
and BMEP.
2, Heat rejection due to friction be meas\ired during
motoring.
3» A cooling circuit be engineered whereby heat
rejection to the oil in the crankcase can be
measured,
if. An attempt be made to measure separately the heat
rejection through the cylinder walls and through
the cylinder head,
5» The effect of the use of varying spark advance with
load and speed to obtain constant efficiency, as
opposed to the use of constant spark advance to
maintain similar areas exposed to the burning gases,
be studied.
6. Heat rejected in the exhaust gas be measured.
7. Additional thermocouples be installed in the
cylinder heads and walls in order to better
approximate the temperature drop across them.
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8, The range of possible jacket temperatures be extended
by the use of a coolant with a high boiling point,
9. The validity of selecting lubricating oils with a
single temperature used as a basis for selecting
equal ''*^' ratios be investigated and compared with
the feasibility of having a series of lubricating
oils with equal ratios at several different
temperatures or using a lubricant, perhaps one of
the silicones, in which temperature has less effect
on viscosity.
10» The use of contact oil seals in these engines be
discontinued in order to attempt to eliminate
uncertain performance in friction forces. It is
suggested that a non-contact labyrinth type seal
be investigated as a possible replacement,
llo Future studies be made, with the heat rejection
cooling system installed by the authors, in order
to supplement the experimental data in this study






















M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engines Disassembled
M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engines Assembled
M.I.T, Geometrically Similar Engines Assembled
Schematic Diagram of G.S.E, 8c Itynamometer
Schematic Diagram of Hydraulic Scale Installation
Schematic Diagram of Heat Rejection Circuit
2^" M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engine
4" M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engine
6" M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engine
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DESCRIPTION OF ENGINSS & ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
The three geometrically similar engines used in this
study were designed and built under the supervision of the
Mechanical Engineering Department of The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, They were built to provide a
means of study of the effect of size on engine character-
istics; to verify a rapidly growing theory of similar
engines, and to evolve a more rational approach to engine
design.
Geometrically similar engines are defined as engines
of different sizes, whose corresponding dimensions bear
the same ratio as some characteristic dimension and whose
corresponding parts are constructed of the same material.
In the case of the M.I.T. engines all linear dimensions
are in ratio of the bore diameters, which is the dimension
used to identify the individual engines. See Table A-I for
detail dimensions. Great care was taken in design to
preserve geometric similarity even down to screw thread
sizes, C. P. Taylor in Reference (2) describes these
engines in considerable detail. It is believed that these
are the only completely geometrically similar research
engines in existence.
The engines under study, Figures A-I, A-II, and A-III
are single cylinder, four stroke cycle, spark ignited
internal combustion engines. They are mounted on spring
supported bed plates located in individual test cells and




Associated equipment includes a double shell vaporizing
tank for mixing fuel and air at any desired temperatiire ; a
water jacketed exhaust tank with a valve for controlling
exhaust pressure; a circulating oil pump provides high
velocity circulation through the crank-case and oil heater-
cooler, a second pressure pump is installed to service the
main bearings and cylinder. The four and six inch engines
are provided with remote control electrically operated throttle
valves, and the two and a half inch engine with a manually
operated valve.
Brake measurements are made by rheostat controlled
dynamometers equipped with hydraulic scales. Figures A-IV
and A-V show schematically the engine and dynamometer set up
and the hydraulic scale installation respectively. See also
Figures A-VII, A-VIII, and A- IX. The 4" engine is provided
with a conventional direct current dynamometer while the
2^" and the 6" engines are equipped with alternating current
dynamometers with magnetic speed control clutches.
The cooling water circuit redesigned and installed
by the authors was suggested by Professor Rogowski. It is
shown schematically in Figure A-VI and photographically in
Figures A-VII , A-VIII and A- IX, This redesigned cooling
system provides a large flow, high velocity, small tempera-
ture rise main circuit through the cylinder, and a small
flow, large temperature drop secondary parallel circuit
through the rotameter and heat exchanger. This system
ensures that jacket surfaces are adequately cooled and
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scrubbed free of gas bubbles and also provides a large
temperature difference secondary circuit. The heat
rejected is measured in the secondary circuit by
accurately measuring the flow through the rotameter
and the temperature difference between the water to
the rotameter and the water from the heat exchanger.
(See Figure A-V)» This large temperature difference,
of the order of fifty degrees, and an accxirately
measured nominally large flow provides a reasonably
accurate method of determining the heat rejected.
This system eliminates the uncertainties involved in
measuring the heat rejected to a stream having a small
temperature rise as was the case with the original
cooling system. This rise, eight to ten degrees,
through the cylinder was considered to yield question-







Engine 6" 4" 2i"
Bore (in) 6.0 4.0 2.5
Stroke (in) 7.2 4.8 3.0
Piston area (in2) 28.27 12.57 4.91
Vd (in5) 203* 5 60.35 14.71
Compression ratio 5.74 5.74 5.74
Inlet valve
Clearance cold (in) .012 .008 .005
Exh, valve
clear, cold (in) .015 .012 .006
Piston speed per
rpm (ft/min) 1.2 .8 .5
Spark plug, Champion J7-18mm J8 Y-4A
Valve overlap (deg.) 30 30 30
I^namometer
Scale piston diam*
(in) 2.795 1.614 .932
Dyn, torque arm (in) 21.008 15.765 12.605
Overall dyn. const.
K 1000 4000 15000
Scale force for
1" Hg. (lb) 3 1 .333
Bmep 3.89h 3.28h 3.59h
BMEP • 792,000 h
K V




M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engines Disassembled
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1^." M.I.T. Geometrically Similar Engine

Figure A-IX






Figure B-I Water Orifice Calibration





Water oiroulating through the engines was maintained
at equal velocities and measured by means of A.S.M.E,
standard water orifices. Water to and from the cooler
and surge tank was measured by Fischer and Porter
Rotameters. Calibration data was taken at 150^F* which
was the average temperature through the rotameter during
runs* Flow was measured by electrical timer scale for
the lower rates and by beam balance and stop watch for
higher rates. The floats used had an average zero
suppression of fifty percent of maximum flow.
Repeat calibration data was taken at other
temperatures to find the effect of variation in
viscosity and density. When data taken at 720F, was
plotted it showed a regular plus error of about three
percent compared to the 150° calibration curve.
Calibration data was also taken at higher temperatures
but in the range from 150<5 to 200^ it was found that the
combined effects of viscosity, specific gravity, and
cavitation gave erratic results, although the error in
the temperature range in which the runs were made at no
time was in excess of four percent. It is suggested that
this condition might have been improved by maintaining
the rotameter under pressure by throttling at the surge
tank. Water Orifice and Water Rotameter calibration
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Figure C-I Air Orifice Calibration Curve, 2^" G.S.E.
Pigiare C-II Air Orifice Calibration Curve, 4" G.S.E.






Air flow to all engines was measured by ASME square
edged orifices with flange taps located one inch from the
upstream and downstream faces of the orifice. The
equation for flow through this type orifice is
W = .llij.5 Dg KY y £i GY AP Reference C7l
where
W r flow rate, 1^» J^ass/seoond.
Dg = orifice diameter, inches.
K = flow coefficient, dimensionless, Table 6,
Reference C7l
.
Y = expansion factor, dimensionless, Table 37,
Reference C7l
P^ = static pressure before orifice, inches Ho. abs.
Tn =i temperature before orifice, op absolute.
G =. specific gravity of gas (1.00 for air).
y = super compressibility factor, dimensionless,
Figure 11, Reference C7l •
Z^P = pressure drop across orifice, inches Hj^O.
Plow coefficient K
This coefficient combines the discharge coefficient
C = actual mass rate of flow ^nd the velocity oftheoretical mass rate of flow *'
approach factor
,
^ where Diis the diameter
of the pipe. ^* '
Expansion factor, Y
.
This factor takes into account uncontrolled
expansion of the gas after the orifice due to reduced




determined experimentally, Reference (7), and found
to fit the following empirical formula.
Y = 1 - [041 0.35 (£2)^ {|P •
1)J
where K a £2. .
Pressure drop across orifice, AP »
AP was measured by water manometers* No
readings were taken at less than 3" of water. For
the lower air flows orifice plates were replaced with
plates of smaller diameter.
Super-compressibility factor y .
This factor corrects for departure from perfect
gas conditions
y — actual density
~ theoretical density
Correction curve.
A flow curve was plotted for standard conditions
and mean Reynold's number. This curve was then corrected




f* m fluid density before orifice, ft 5
^ « velocity before orifice, ^Vsec
# mass
/** • fluid viscosity before orifice, ft/sec
Precision,
For flows measured, accuracy is considered to be
within - [.5%» Calculations were made for average
conditions in the engine cells. Errors due to departures
from temperature, pressure, and humidity in the laboratory




Curves of air flow vs. manometer reading are shown,











Figure D-I Fuel Rotameter Calibration Curves, 2^", 4", 6", G.S.E,
Figure D-II Fuel Rotameter vs. Air Manometer for Constant
Fuel Air Ratio 2^" G.S.E,
Figure D-III Fuel Rotameter vs. Air Manometer for Constant
Fuel Air Ratio 4" G.S.E.
Fig\ire D-IV Fuel Rotameter vs. Air Manometer for Constant





Fuel was measured with Fischer and Porter Rotameters.
The Rotameters were calibrated with fuel at room
temperature, and curves of fuel flow versus Rotameter
reading plotted. Prom the air calibration curve and the
fuel calibration curve cross curves of pressure drop
across air orifice in inches of water versus Rotameter
reading for constant fuel air ratio of .078 were plotted.
Errors due to departure from pressure and temperature
conditions for which curves were plotted were found to
be insignificant. These curves permitted quick and
accurate adjustment of fuel air ratio. Fuel Rotameter
curves are shown in Figure D-I, and cross curves for







































In all r\in3 a premium grade unleaded gasoline was
used. The octane number was 91*5 to 92 by research
method and 80.5 to 81,5 by motor method.
Similitude with respect to lubricating oils was
achieved by mixing SAE 20 and SAE 6o as follows:
2i" 100^ URSA P 20 (Texaco Symbol)
1*." Sk% URSA P 60, k^% P 20
6'* 95^ URSA P 60, 5^ P 20
properties of the mixtures are listed in the following
table.
Viscosity S.U.S.
Engine lOO^P 130Op 210°P Gravity
24" 314-9 160.3 52o8 .88
I+" 828 339.0 76.2 .89
6" 1665 627.0 114.1 .90
Oils used were straight mineral, parafin base,
distilled with no additives.
It was determined by Gaboury et al. reference
^^3^
that the above oils had the same -^^^ at 2^0*^P. This
temperature was selected arbitrarily to attempt to
satisfy lubrication requirements regarding viscous
friction, A crankcase inlet temperature of 1^0^ was
















Motoring Friction Summary 2-J-'^,l^",6" G.S.E,
Friction Data 2^" G.S.E.
Friction Data V G.S.E.
Friction Data 6" G.S.E.
Heat Rejection Calculations 2^" G.S.E.
Heat Rejection Calculations I4." G.S.E.
Heat Rejection Calculations 6" G.S.E.
Heat Rejection Data
Table F-XII, F-XIII Heat Rejection Data
Table F-XIV Heat Rejection Data
Table F-XV, P-XVI Heat Rejection Data
HEAT REJECTION AT VARIOUS JACKET TEMPERATURES
Table F-XVII Siimmary of Calculations
Table F-XVIII Heat Rejection Data
Table F-XIX Heat Rejection Data
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-0- 1506 1.37 (f.73
,0" H3
<?f.i>0
SET (»00 ;?.93 1.01 ;J3.ao
HL 940 ;i.sa 746 J4.i"*
31:. loao JI./4 ?.«4. jy-fo
TO. tioo 1.70 ff.30 ^7 90
THE isoo 1.00 9.00 Ji<fSS
ttUBt (»00 -.50 /o.so 3i.4Z
X (,00 (93 9.07 ^u.so
SL 9-*o 1-77 ».^3 ^l.oo
7SL i0 3L0 I.5U 9.i4 ^7.6>5
sc /9-00 /.// ».»3 ^9.9f
•OTTT /St>C .jrj 9.^S 3i.'0








I TJO 3.0.0 ^.»0 J2(,-45
m. lOSO 3.00 1.05 J 7. 50
m i3ao a.so l.SO Siq.a.0
SOE is-fco a.at. 7.14 30.10
EL 1 SCO 1.50
Pi.---
9. JO 33.05
3L izo 3.9s 7.05 ^7.4a
s: io«o J.55 7-45 ;i9oo




m 710 ^.6>l 7.39 ;if.7^
3Z (080 1.45 8.0 5 5/.3a
IT i3ao l.bO 840 33.70M (5(>0 1.30 S.70 33.9s
I too 45 9 S5 37-^^

T^BL£ F-H




llAVftRKTU«.fcS m»F . . A . .
Zt GSE
^-?r-rKKSSURE P. ' MxO F«o»4 M.O T,TiMf CYL.UeKD ImlCT f\lR (AP^„.6 ri»0 F«o»4
Spcrd
ft/m«m
Oik Inlet SuM(> %ElkDI»l&
"h»o
iMTKXe c>.H^afT OKiFiec RcTAHtTtK CeoLeR
3a A-voo iioo IS-J (50 145 155 141 1 80 152 (».30 0-&0 - i%<i t.cs lU-L 1*1 /*/ 14 (,
3i a'too laoo I5<J 150 145 155 151 180 149 0.30 OloO -200 1.00 itf.b I4(. 14(0 Mb
1310 3-^ Z'JOO laoo IS*? 150 |4<< 154 131 (60 14-? o.so 0.58 -JOO /oo /t,U 14k f4(. MS
-ao'H'j
35 a 100 1430 IC.3 ISI 145 157 MO 189 150 -0.3s 0.10 -2.00 (.(0 ((..(<> (4(. |4(. 144
1347 34, a^oo I4S0 Ifc3 ISO (45 IS7 140 190 ISO -035 070 -3.00 I 00 let lit. 14(. »4<^
fl58 37 aioo (4 5-0 /fcSJ IS6 144 157 I3& 190 1 SO - 0-35 070 -3.00 100 14.. C> l4<o <4(o 144
Jt '400
- io"Hj_
38 aaoo I4S0 l<>S ISO 144 is-b .35 l9ll ISO t0.3S fc.SO - 10 (00 \(o<^ I4t |4<» 144
(•5 3<r aaoo (450 !(.(. ISO 145" 157 138 190 149 31)- fc.SO - 100 1.00 \li,.<e 145 145 143
MIO 10 2900 14 50 IC>4> ISO 145 157 (31 190 ISO tO.35 fc.50 - 10. 1-00 ib.e. l4-\ 144 143
Pl = -fy^
-SI Mia 41 J-^oo KM ibS ISO HA ISfc lis 190 ISZ +0. 9U 15.95 -a.o 1.00 lU.L, 145 (45 144
1418 42 2900 I4>0 ((•(. ISO 141.- I5T lio 190 ISO 0.'?8 15 8S -a.o |.oo lU.t, I44> I4k 144




4 4 3-^00 1 7O0 170 ISO (43 IS<? 138 1 99 ISO 0.3I 1 1.85 -io |.ao /fc.7 /45 145 140
4S S'lOO noo Ifcl ISO 143 15ft 138 198 ISO ai 14.83 -ao 1.00 li..S (44 144 141
IbiS 4<o 5400 \^oo Ifct ISO 143 I5& n*? 196 ISO 22 11.63 -a.o 1.00 /fcfo (44 144 I4Z
P.:= -I0"«i} .
47 3400 1700 170 130 143 (34 (40 (98 (SI -035 T.SO - coo 1 00 lU.U MS MS /4»
48 3400 noo 170 no 144 (SI I3<? (9& ISO - 0.4S' 1-90 -100 /.oo IC.(p I4C /fC /43
Ib35 43 3^0O noo I70 ISO 144 15<1 (40 (3a ISO - 040 Ifo -/oo / 00 /^Cp /47 /^7 /f-f
Pc^ - ao'H^
^Jt lfc«> 50 340O 1700 i(.a 153 144 (<.o (40 197 150 -0.75- OlO - zoo 1.0 !(.(, I4(. I4U /41
51 3100 (700 K-T ISO 144 1(00 i40 (97 Ifc-O -0.6i" 0.10 - ^co 1.0 I(,.0 Hi I4(, M4
Pc = -ao"Hj
25 ^^KCH 1952 Barometer 7<»3-3 -mw Hj. ftMP. IS'C.
.^
"'• sx 3400 1700 f^^ ISO 1+2 \SB 140 • 9 5 ISO -100 on' -a.o.o l.ot l(,.(p MS /4S- /43
ti5/M« S3 3400 1700 ia>(o ISO (43 ISA 140 (95 [SO -1.00 70 - ao.o 1.00 /i.i> MS MS Mi




TABLE F-m 06SeR\»feR3. SMitn.BoHMe^
« 1 ** Ci^komkteR. lU&.l »n>n Ha
CJ 74*F =Ri\TtH»p.DYN^WOMETe(^ 2.eH.o Keabimo : 10" Hj
• F
FR.lCT\ON t\ Jt4S £i G.S.E. TeMP. 22.7*
Tme Ruu l\PM Pl»T0t4 Cvk. HMD
i
ItikEi Air HiO eiiT Cy»..W«u tAM.BRMO Mm.Brwo 1 1. FaoM Dtw. C^PiAiR. Pi. Pe Po (AP^u^o HxO Fmn» H,0 To HjO Feon
srwmo imi.«.t0ii. SoMP deADlUC \>*Th*.e CtHAUJT ORiPice ertciue eo1K>^EreK Cool, t R
n/MitJ " HiO "f "F -F
J- 11.10 i laoo
loOO i4-a 148 14^ 14 5' i»7 150 150 3.^ Q<{ -0.0 t-6 /6.5 /44 /4C /47
uoo 151 150 143 143 131 150 150 3.4 0.8i' -0.0 1.0 /6.4 /4b /4(> /44
i<.is 3 laoo (•00 150 141 14a i4a lai 150 J50 3.4 i.iS -J.O 10 H,.4 /44 /?* /44
Pi,= -lO.O"Hq
{(.OS 4 /AOO loOO (50 144 14a 14a las 151 150 3.7A l.iS -10.00 to iC.4S /^S /^A /4b
^ ifc3a 5 /AOO (*00 »5| ISO (43 143 lae ISI is-o a. 73 /.a3 -1000 10 /(,.4S ms /f5' /45'
boo 15i ISO 143 !43 1^7 151 I50 5.73 j.ao - 10 00 10 l(o.<„0 ,'46 /4(c /45
ic>45 7 laoo boo ISO ISO 141 141 /a? ISI 150 a.73 Alio -10.00 1.0 l(e.U>0 t44 /"t-f lAI
21 n^KCH \35Z





(pOO 153 150 H5 150 141 144 |50 1.7 J 0.\S - 3l0.o 1-0 IU.(, /4f 148 148
boo 154 150 14b I4b 140 ISO ISO I.?*" O.lS -3.0.O 1-0 lU.^ lA9 148 147
isaf /o laoo boo 151 150 143 143 141 I50 ISO 1-7^ O.lb' -a.0.0 1.0 I(,.(0 I4S 145 145
Pi-- -a 0.0" Ha
1340 /; 1 800 960 I5S 151 143 143 140 Ib5 150 0.80 0.30 -aoo 10 ;(>b /4i>' I4S" (44
^ U4S /a |»dO
1151 /3 |geo
900 ISC 151 144 144 (43- Ib4 ISO 0.40 0. 30 -ao.o 10 ib.b (4(* 14b I44>
90O |S(> 153 144 144 I4» |b4 150 0.90 0-3O • 90.0 10 ib.b |46> \4b t4S-
HS1 /^ (too 900 ISS 148 144 144 l4l Ib4 150 ono 0.30 -ao.o 1.0 ib.fr I4<t> 14& 145"
Pi- -10,0" H«




900 ISS ISO 14a 150 142 IbS ISO iH3 J. 70 - /O.O 1-0 /t,.^ /4S" 145 I4S
400 ISS I4T 143 144 141 Ib4 150 t<ts J. 70 - 10.0 10 li.U ;44 /44 I4S-
K»7 i» i«oo 900 isy ISO 14 a. 141 141 Ib4 is-0 l.<?? a. 70 - /O.O 1.0 IU.&. 144 144 /44
1433 H l«0 400 iss ISO 143 143 141 IbS ISO i-ie 5.70 - too t-o /6.<i /4b I4b I4S
1445 30 1800 400 151 ISO 14b 14b 141 IbS 150 J. 03, 9(pS - 'Oo /o ick 148 148 147
PL- -30"Hj
I4S5- ai i»oo 300 157 /44 I4S 14b 140. |bS 150 J.fc5 b.Si' -J.c /a /(..(, /A7 /*7 /-K-
''^ ISO' ja i»oo 900 ISb ISO 144 144 Ma Ifc5 ISO 3.C3 U.SS -a.o /o tuu /<i /f6 /4S
i«f J3 ISoo 90O 14-fo 144 144 144 i4a Ib5 ISO 3.ua („.iS -s.o 1.0 /&.U /*C /A 6 /-^5-
pL=-a.O"H,
^ .say j^ J-400
>l^,ssa ;,f ;i4oo
laoo IbO I4b 143 155 141 \lt ISO lb 11.5 -o.a 1-0 b /(.(» /AC /^6 /4S-
lOoo IbO 151 143 |S4 142 114 ISO lb 11.45 -a.o l» /(.C /tS- /AS- /A4
153'' iU JI40O laoo I bo ISO 143 154 14a 174 ISO lb 114 5 -a.o to c /b.& /•f5 /4S M4
p;.r -10" H3 21 n«\«.cH \95Z S«k«0>f: 7<.l.a VMWt TfcMP. 2 3.S'C
iiss J17 ^400 laoe 159 150 143 151 /40 nt 148 o.«s 4.7-S" -10-0 1.0 6 Ib.li, /Alo lAb lis
iS^/a/* ai A40O laeo IbO 151 143 1S3 140 ni 1 6-0 0.8b 4.1^ - 1.9 1.0 4 lh.7 IAS" IAS" J4A
/aaf a^ a<4^0 laoo lb& ISO 143 153 14-0 /7* 150 \ .00 A.80 -<t-9 l.oS /i,.i> lAlo 14^ /*4
/:1.3s 30 OAOO lamt lb( ISO 145 155 140 1 80 150 V .00 ^.io -/O-C 1.00 tk.U 14? I4» /47
31 ^400 ISJOO lUO 150 I4ff 155 lAfO 1 »0 150 \.oo 4.75 - fO.C /.O lU.h 147 i^f? /4&

'DYN^M0^<VBT6R ZmRO KeAOiM&-. |0"H6.
fT/Mltl
-TEMP£^^Tu^e im ° p-
Time T^„m PisTOM Cti-Hsfto Imcbt A(R HxO ewB»-CYk. Waul ^^•^. 8b
TABLE F'lSr
F^JCJ|0NRUN5 V G.5.E..
»16. MM.6((ti& Oik pBOM
mufcT Oil. Sump




Pressure, im mcHt* Kj
Pe P. Vp)M,tf













laso 1 'lOlO ((.4 ISI I50
X i^'S i loao I (.4 ISbS (SO
1321 3 (030 l(»4 150 1 50
n«f < I03O ((.4 150 ISO








2 1020 1(04 1^1 ISO
3 |£20 1(04 ISO ISO
IS30 4 loao ((.( ISIS ISO
1535 5 loao I(.l 151 144
Ife4a 4 I oao l(<>4 150 ISO
?.-- -<6
'.}^
jSt- I033 3 lOAO ((p4 ISl lio
I04S 3 lOAO ((<>4 ISO ISO
(6S4 4 loio Ifa8 151 ISO
10 58 S toio IbS 151 ISO




























































































4(. 175 /48 iS6 11.2 -2.0 1-0 6 I8.0S
ISO 175 (SO asB ll.Z -2.0 1-0 IP-02
150 ns iSO 7U0 11.2 -2.0 1.0 Iff.OO
148 175' I4fc XM 11.2 -2.0 1.0 18.00
148 175 146 i.li,0 112 -2.0 10 (8-00
ISO 177 1 4-0 a.i 4.7 -/O.O 1.0 IS.O
I5( 177 (51 aos 47 -100 10 \io
ISO 177 (SO aia 4.7 -16 1.0 18-0
IS3 (77.S ISl ais 4.tS -10 10 l«.0
ISO 177 151 a.i4 4.'.5 - 100 (.0 (8.0




(50 146 13 75









2^ r^ARCVA \952 MLT<:H6i-C(^W,.-KmsoM
ISO (74 ISO 1.45 1.03 - ,».')- \.o 1 t.o ISO 14 U (3 7 6"
(SO (74 ISO |.<>0 1.0 3 -(?.I0 (0 ISO ISO I4U, (374-
ISO (75 lS-0 l.bl ((5 - (SlO |.OS- iS.O ISO I46> 1*74-
ISO (15 150 I.S8 1.15 - I?.l0 LO it.O ISO I4i, l»7S
ISO 1S( ISO 2.4s 15.1 -3.0 1 iS.O ISO l^(' 1500
ISO (81 150 346 IS as -3.0 10 18.0 ISO I4& 1 soo
ISO 181 ISO a.45 15-3 -3.0 10 U.O 150 14<. \.soo
lS-0 181 ISO 343 15.3 -30 1.0 I8.0 ISO I4fo 1500
(50 l«7 1 so |.0 1-55 -l«o 1.0 180 ISO (4(0 ISOO
ISO l«i' (50 1.25 1-45 -18. (O (.0 (8.0 ISO I4(* (SOO
(ffO 185 (SO 1-35 1.50 -(8.05 10 (fio ISO I4fc ISOO
ISO 185 ISO l.ib' 1-SO -IBOO (.0 iBO ISO |4«. I soo
ISO l«5 ISO i.ao I.50 - laoo (.0 (8.0 ISO I4<P ISOO
lt>0 aio 150 - .85 3.15 -|».o 1,00 (80 150 ISO I4A 2aro 54
ISO ^10 ISO - .80 2.30 -18.0 (.00 li.O ISO 150 146 3350 54
lYO 310 ISO - SJ 2.30 -180 1.00 18.0 ISO 150 (48 J3S0 S4
150 jLOO is-0 (.00 '?•( -100 (.0 t -(8.0 1-50 150 (48 i$7r 58
ISO SiOO ISO 1.00 4-1 -too 1.0 - ISO 150 ISO 146 (875 578
ISO ac» ISO [00 <?.l ~/60 l-O - 18.0 150 ISO 148 1175 58
ISO 147 ISO .so %.o -18.0 1.0 -I 8.0 150 ISO 148 1875 sa.^
150 117 ISO SS a-0 -i«.o l.O 180 15-0 IS-0 148 1875 S8.S








CvL.Hew UueTAiR HiOKii«it- CylWauc MNBen<i
iNi Emg. Oil- tm-ET












^P)> HiO Feori H,0 To U»<? FeriH
l£
EoTAMtrER Gooi.ee EoiikMEre^
PL- - 3" He
1^ \030 1 750 faOO 157 li-l is-0
1030 i 760 feOO |S8 ib-0 ISO
1040 3 ISO loOO lS8 M-? 150
Pc-- -19"
750:3C t loOO 151 isa ISO
J 750 leOO 157 ISO ISO
3 7b-0 (eOO 151 lyo ISO
^\ /4+S 4 ( os-o 840 IfeO ISO IS-0





3.4 3.4 - 3.0 1.0
3.4Z 3.1 - 3.0 (.0
3.44 3.4 - 3-0 (0






































































.jj isis 1 1050
loso
^ iS30 \ tisO
























































































































































































































































PtffOM TEMPEflrtTuBes IM "F













H»OTo H*0 FWjh H»o Ta H»o Ffioc
ENaiH/E eN6iME AOTA- COOCBA(MereA
ft . -4.0 "HS
flOTA.
io»s 1 l&OO 72o IQo ICo ise ISS ISl 2.81 3.0 -4 1 I7.S I4S I4S I4S t4S 26.S
loeo 2 &00 720 <eo l6o IS^ •6o ISl 3.1 3.9 -4 1 17.4. I4S I4S (4S (44 27.4
z I05^ 3 ^oo 720 Ifio ICo ««-o iCo iSo S.2 3.9 -4 < 17.4 I4S |4J 14.5 144 27.3
woo 4 &00 7ao I60 l&o lO 162 <Se 5.3 3.8 -4 1 17.4 145 145- i4S 143 27.5"
iioS e 600 720 I60 ICo \*m 162 IS^O 3.3 3.«> -4 1 /7*4 I4S 14a-" 14S 143 £7.6
£i^ZliLo''^a
IMS a, Woo 720 13*9 /6e ISO (66 ISO 2.9 /ss- -/o I 17.4 /4ff 14 S- 145 (42. 2 7.6
R II20 7 600 7ao IS* 1*5- iSl 166 ISO a.o /.Sff -lO / 17.4 14 «r /«r /4r /42 27.5"112$ 8 6eo 720 #^9 l<2>e iSi 167 iSo S.o t.SS -1* 1 17.4 »4S /4S- I4S |4Z 27. S-
1192 9 feoo 720 ISO \S9 ISZ 167 ISO a.9 1.6 -/• ( 17.4 /4S /4$- 14S /42 27.7
PZ' zJ£.•H«
T2« IS7 |6* ISO. 168 ISO 2.6 -3S -/6 / 17.4 I4S /4S I4S /faH*o 10 (oOO 27.6
WL 115© tl GOO T20 isr 15^9 lS-2. I6S ISO 3.63 .3S -16 1 /7.4 r4s /4S I4S- /42 27.5-
IIS7 17 6»e 720 tS7 '^» (52 lee iSo 2.6 .35 -16 ( n.4 '4r /4S 145 (42 31. S-
P«--M«'Jifi. lamo /04 |C3 IS'I lasr ISO /.«5- /.2 -l« f 17.4 l4S /45- I4S i4o12/e /3 doe Zl.G.
JS izis / 9«K> IO0O 164 /eo ISl /«6 ISo /.«5 /.2 -16 J 17.4 745^ /4S- I4S (4o 3(.4
1223 /r 9oo lOSO IG* /Ao ISl /«7 ISo /.9S l.-Z-S -la 1 1-1
A
I4S /4f I4ff I40 3(,4
Pi'- /6" HG
I090 164 Ifio iSi 187 iSo a.s 4.4- -lO / /7.4 14 S- /45 I4« (39lisiF /G ©60 3I.&
Z 1240 /7 9oo leSo lev- I6l iSl i6e iSo 2.6 4.B -lO / /7.4 IAS 14 ff (4S /39 51. y
124$^ /a 9oo lo«o ies 'S3 ISl 188 lSe> a.ss^ 4.3 -lO / /7.4 I4S- 14 S (4S 7 39 3/. 6
P*- -4* U6
/TSo Id 9eo loeo /£C l6o ISl (80 ISo 3.0 9.6 -4 1 /7.4 145^ |4S I4S (39 3(.S
Si I304' 20 9i>o »o©o l«6 ise ISI 108 iSo 3.0 9.6 -4 / /7.4 I4S I4S- (45- (39 3I.S
I3<0 21 doe loSo fee IS9 ISI 180 iSo 3.0 0.6 -4- / /7.4 (45 145- /46- /39 31 r
Pi-- 4" MS
/3£o Si fieo /32o 173 /Go i5o /99 /49 2.9 /4.S -4 1 17.4 (44 I4S (4S /37 3l.frm 1330 23 Moo ;3«o 173 l&o IS* /o« ISl a.c /.ff -A I 17.4 145- \4S (45- ISA »l.6
/340 24 KOO i»a* /73 i6e tsi a»o /Si a.s /4.5 -^ I />.4 /44 14 ST 145^ /37 31.6
Pv«--,0« H6
/3SO 25 IIOO iSae l-ri I6e iSt 20I ISl 2.1 6.7 -to 1 /7.4 14^ 14% t^£ /37 51. ft
en |3«- 2£> Itoe f»ao /7» ISO 1^1 2oo ISI 2.1/ 6.7 'ft> 1 /7.4 /44 14-S I4S /37 31.9
I400 27 (leo /Bae 171 (6e IS-I 2ee ISI 2.1 <i.7 -/• 1 17.4 /44 I4C I4S /3e ^l.S
PL-- /«"M6
iZ
;*<o 28 Itoo /3»o 169 /«• iS"o 20I ISO I.C a.os- - l<m I 17.4 /44 146. f'*S- /3S 1/.7
/4IS- 29 IIOO '3ao I70 l&( »ro 2oi iSo (.& 2.1 -16 1 /7.4 /44 (46 l4S /38 3(.0








TINE ROM RPM spcep
FT/MI M
RenoiwG: to"HG
TEMPeaflTORES IN "F *•
CVL.HEAD inlet MN.DRNS. MN.BRN6 OIL FRoM
AlA inlct oil SoMP





'H« W TEMPERATURES IN "F—
HjO TO Hi© from HzO to HaoFfloMJ Hao
ENGINE ENGINE ROTA- COOLER RoTA.
MCTER


















1630 31 ISOO imoo /a4- /<•/ (S/ 2/0 /fff 0.4 S>.SS ~IC I n.S /44 l^d I^G> fze IC.3
X I&36" 52 »S"oo <«oo /fi4 /Co /^/ 2/o /do 0,45' 3. 5" -'6 / '"7 -S" /44 '•*S /^C /SO /<&.8
I61-0 33 (Soo /8oo /e4 /Go /S"o 2./0 /i'o 0.45 3.fo -/6 / /T.S" /44 /46 (4-6 /2S /G.S
/4.5-
IS.O
I APftiu , iQsa
PX > - 4 " HG
l2iS 36 ISoo /eeo /»7 /Go iro 2/2
1220 37 I soo (£oo /»7 /Go |$'6 2/2
2ILi?2e '6 »5oo /fioo /87 /Go /5o 2/4
1234 30 1400 /Aoo /»7 /<So ij-ft 2/4



























































|?4S^ 41 ISOO fSGo /44 /Gf /^o 2 (O /5o
"Jill |2So 42 l30o iffGo (8S /Go /»« 2/o /So





























^^ i'Soo 4* I360


















































































YUi l4oS ao 000
































TABLE F-TfflL C-- (o.zs
HEBxn^EOEc-riOA^ crlculatioaIs ^y^"C^.S£.
/ec/V CAT J,M»0 vJ,
^/it/M
Q "BMfP k




















































































































































































Hem RejECTioN Cm.cui.<\tioms- ^' GSE, X^"- l(o
I^UIVJ AT„»o RoTAKETOi KbeaKC
""3




B 1 (pO 35.6' •r.i.!5 4 57 .>7.'<'6- (^b.oo Ttf J15.I0 35.1 115'. 10 I3.l4> t^OO i3?aoo -38.4. .oaats .001433
2 5-« 30.
a
7. MO 37t.5" /5.i5 5000 «.3S- J7.05- ,33.5 77.0 8.S1 laoo •y 5.3-00 P3.55 01534 .0009^0
3 3?. 4" 4XS- «.sa5 3a«.a J17.40 8<J.40 fo.55- 51.5-0 33.q&- 1 1 1 40 7.4.4 13.0 gOA50 M.SO oiaSA' oooS4<f
4 u 30? 7.455 505.5 J4.q3 81.75' S'.7i .a«.70 ^SfcS IIO.4S 15.64 iSoo lUf £>00 31.60 03730 .001701,
5 5SS 34.7 7. Sib' 434.5 l4.dJ 4t.75 <^.0b ,3f70 ;J33( 7(0.45 10 <Ja iSOO 114 700 ^7.<0 0/900 001 i?g^
(> 437 34.b" 7800 3410 3.47 114 9.45- 31.0 la.ia 43.40 (e.0(o 150 lo'iloOa J 1.30 .ot/$ ,ooo7/<p
7 53.S- 50.0 q.isi' 488.b- 1410 4b. (e lOAO 34.1 a4-(. 8070 13.64 \g»0 145*00 30.50 OA40 .oo(soo
8 5f.3 44.3 ?.U5 514 J4.«7 81-7 «.74 J8.7 33.4. < 1 10.40 15-75 1500 ifeseoo 3J.10 .oabsi •oo/uco
f 3«0 &3.(> 7716- Ji^S Jfe.7S 87? t.30 JOtS 33.05 |0«.4S (i,.70 feOO fcSI50 l«30 0109 ooobSi
10 440 sa.s" TblS 335 Jfc.^7i' 88.a (p.SO .ai.35 33.375' tO<).55 rsi 750 7<?,ooo J09o 0130 .CCOglZ
M C3,0 4 b.? «.8«5 5fcO aa.«6' 75- 10. 32.? 3a.«5 101.? 1 f.46 I Soo 193800 35.00 0330 ooioo
(2 fcl.b 51. J4' fl.aso 571 ao.io (.(> »i.a 3fc.7 3\.30 10J.I l^Jfc 5000 ao$4oo 35.70 <5 3387 .ooaiiS
13 53.0 4 8.0J S.97S 4fcb.i' II. lb' 3fc.t 104 34.
<
^1.55 70.» la.ia l«0O 157500 eP9 (6 0SI97 OI3Z0
14 4t.O 39^0 I.JO 351 ,35.35' «3.3L 1.0 aia.<j5 3J .35 I Ob.V 1.09 900 45,500 J J. 40 oiSAk .«oo944
If 30 34-«y 7.?3a A 35 \u.uo i'-4.4 U.i(o -aiJ.50 ^3.4fc 76.?6' 'f 4 (^00 4kl70 /^.70 .008A .ooosu
Bi lots i;).7(. s-.y? 404 -24.7 81.0 7.75- 2- 5AS 35.45 /Oi..4 tsn ISiOO IA7 3O0 ^s.ss oS-tSO 001330
1(0 Jfc.ST M9S- 7.37 14 5.3 •r.! 30.
a
7.55- 9-^.15' /<..75' 5-4.94 3./4 (bOO jaf6« /a.9.0 . OOS96. .<30O3CC




HE^T KEJtCTlOH CALCULATIONS - t." GSE l'--3(o





3.89 W e Vv4t Kb 3.89V\,„f,
NH
FT/mim i'tiR/jEC
1 44 3l.fc 1541 4.74
a
ii[0 b-fo3 J5-.i? J4.43 110. (o 17.7 7*0 74SOO 18.84 .0384 .OOOTf 1
a 44 43.S aS4 77(.5 aa.t» «fclO b.78 ab-4 af.fb lia-4S ^aa 94.0 (0800O XiAS .03?7 .00(015"
3 51 443 17.70 'iio «.!(. 90.50 b.48 ai-a 3o.a4 113.70 30.34 13.0O I4(,(00 as.bo .049b .O0|37f
4 4A 44-U n.7b' lio H.aS" 5S.S0 7.50 ji4.a JI.7S" 84-70 ai.75 laoo 101,700 ^1-70 •0 354. .000? "JO
5 •40 4sa |7.« 7/4 8.90 34-W 7<0 30.3 lb.70 4.4-40 /4.-70 lioo 11,850 19.85 0^75" .0007 4>4-
(. 58 34.5 ((..S-^ 477 a3.53 <?l-50 7.ao AS.0 3073 I 16.50 33.J0 1310 I 57,4.00 ^TiS 0556 .00155-0
7 SS 34.^ lb 64 4a<. 14.10 ?4<»0 7-40 as.? Jb.SO loa.io J4-(0 i3ao 1 36,aoo <as.?o .047 S .001316
8 44 3^.5 |t.S4 Sis ia.40 46 «' 781 304 50-31 liMS jia.ao 1310 1 04,000 3340 .0 354, .00 0187
9 5U 3&0 [(,s^ W7 11-80 4S4b 8 30 35.3 .iiO-lO 7«-ai>- ^b-IO ISbO UJ.ooo AStS •04P5 .00(178
10 (.0 36.0 lUSl 443 lfc.70 (p&OO 7.W 30.fi :»4.(,a 95.80 3a.o ISbO 144,400 Jlfco .osa7S' .ooi44>l
II 4.7 380 ibj? 1(04 ;i3.S0 9aso 7.J8 A?.ff 31-38 uaoo "40 7 l5fco 140,100 30.S0 .obta .00 183 i"
l» 71 340 /b.75 n4o Al.40 «3.as 8.33 3:).4 a<i.73 ii^-tJ 44-5- I860 ao8,ooo 33.0 V .0 734. .002040
|3 fc7 37.0 iu.y6 |04fc lfc.30 (.3.45 8-bl a^-i" J4-4I 94n4S 373 (800 1 74,000 30.40 .Ofaa4 .00(730
14 ko 37.0 lb.3g 481 II. ao 43.5S 9.10 35^4 A0 30 78-45 30.4 1800 1 4aooo <a7.15 .0 487 001339
IS 51 5A 14-40 (.at n.4s (.7.40 t.«4 a(..b >4-a4 'r^so I4.(p ^^0 4>800« n.aj .05351 .aoob53
lb 32 54;; 19.48 633 ia.3o 47.80 1.36 5S.4 |4.fco 7b.ao IST 9bO 73100 n.»o .oasgi .ooolig
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W»TeRfi*i OclFmm Mm Bbu<; W/»iE)? To W»T«eFe<>K Wmer
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1133-0 I 3400 laoo 331 ito i<>o (71 3.1 3.0 5.i5 -(S.^o 1-0 It.fc i50 |44 140 150 i;i» ;j<.3
+10 (^.fc a 3400 laoo 330 ibS 140 n8 3.^' 30 sk'S -13.80 1.0 ib.b igo isi 14a ia-» msl JS-^
+ao 3 3400 laoo 338 IbO I40 171 3.S 3.0 4.1S -13.10 10 li>.k \S0 iSO I4Z iSO liiL aS-J^


















































































































































































































































ASME STO 60 EOftfe Orifice -Di%-.3lO"
I'IS-O I (300





















































































































- ;i.o 1.0 it.(. 151 i4b 137 isi
- i.O 1.0 " Ifc.b ISa 154 143 I5i
-;!.0 1,0 Ib.b ISI 1^0 141 I Si
Wll.KIM«OH £ ^Vt1CHELI-
10 « (^.6 (50 ISO 142 150
1.0 lU.U ISO 141 141 150


































































































































nt»3 / ib'co tXOO 43T itri «co * 7.Z4 /4.4V -g /,o o i z-^.? /dV /i'O /S3 F? szu
II :»^ g i«foo IXOO 44-0 \^i £ot -7.Z4. /4.3 -z /, o o f /«#4 /*'* /A'O /ss 87 3z.f|20b' <3 l^'OO IZfiO Sb' IVJ Z03 *7.Jt% (4.4 -z /',0 o i /40 ''«"< /^'o /aro f9 3Z.^
ix<o 4 iVAO izeo 43<^ I^O X03 *7.3 14.4 -z /.o o 8 /39 /dV /no /4.9 tf SZ.7
i»/s' 6' iSoo i«oo 4 3& I&-0 ZOS *7.4 14. (. 'Z /.o o i.Cb' /4o /i'/ /iTo /So ?Z JZ.i
tz*o 4 ItSOO tzoo 435,' Ib'l Xo3 *-7.t' 14.4 z /. o o f. /4c /if/ /ifo /so 9o az.a'
txso 7 l6oo isroo 4 34- lyo g03 fZ^h' i4.(. -z /.o o r /39.b' /A'/ /br> /So 9o SZ.4
^3XO i' IJ>'oo i2oo 677 /A'O /99
-4.&S' «.sr - (O liO o t.Ob- (4o l&'O /So /SO /^z 3ou
/3^7 ^ i?roo IXOO 37G /^'o 799 -4.70 4.6- -10 i.o o «.Ob' 14 X IVO /4'0 /St 9g Saz
^3S*' «o i9oo Uco 374- /it'/ /9t -4.6^ 4.y - \o I.O o fS.Oif i4o ivo /d'o /So f9 So./
/•foo II liToo I20O 374 /aro /9f -4.7^ 4.*- - \o 1.0 o ».o*- 14o • i"o /iTo /so /Co 3o.3
/4ob- U l$«o Uoo 376 /fy /9i -4.? <..*' - 10 I.o o «.o l4o ISO /yo /so /oz Jo.z
I4l7 13 ISOO IZOO '37^ /^v /99 -4.fi 6.S) - lO ».o o «.0k' I4| 14-0 /So /4^.ir /OS 30.
i4;:<7 4 I^OO iX«o 377 tSo /9tr -4.tf «.i' - \0 ».o o *.o*' l4o •S)0 /tro /Af.S 99 Xf.7
/t'*3 /d' 9t>o 7ZO ^A-f i4? i7t 7.4 ^:o -g /.o a «,o /4-t /i>'o /So i4-'i.t,- 100 xtf
/S«'o /6 9oo r^o 36o 14 S 177 7.sr O'o ' z AC o 8,0 /4t /i'O /SO ,4q iiZ 43. t
/'**>*' /7 9oo 7XO 3SV (STo i7i « 7.4t>' "d'.O g /.o o 7.92 /4/ /STO /SO (4<? 'IJ A3
^C/£> /f 9oo 7XO 36o • Jfo ni 7.4 d'o Z /.o o i.o t4l. 6' /s-o /So 14'?. 4.' '•1 4Z.S-
^6/
J
/f 9oo 7gO 3Sf I5'l 177 7.4 S.o £ t.o o 1.0 /¥/. 6' /<ro /So I4«r.*' III AZ.S-
ZAf=^t^/9SX
c^Bae/z^ifrzs 'M/rettet^, {^uioitio^
/OZZ Zo ««75' iftToo 4X1 l<,0 9/0 *4.t ao.u -J /'O e> /i.o /39 /4f 749 /sz %y 30.7
/03Z %i If 7b' ItTco 4«i /60 Z/3 *4.9ar Zac -s /.€> /f.c /39 /sz /sz /S/ i3 31.0
-S-4. /04-Z zz l?7b' ISoo 4Z9 <4I */j' -6'.o ZAOi -3 /.o /S.O /S9 7SZ /sz /s/ i3 Si,o
/OSZ X3 1^74' itToo ^zi '41 g/f *4.9i,'' Zc.US -3 /.o /f.O /39 /A';? /sz /s/
\%
30.7
/ObZ Z4 l«7»' Ib'OO 43o '41 X/i,' '4.9ir ZCilt -3 /.o /8.0 ^39 /S3 /SJ /s/ 30.7
1340 ^Sd' /*7a' /ifoo Sid' /<o/ X/3 - S.so 10.00 -10 /.<» <o /y-o //to /So /4f /sro 94.S 34.^
iSb'o X(, n7ir /Soo 3sr /6>0 Zl4 -6'. 70 10.00 -10 /.o <o /9.0 t4o /So /4f /So 96- 34.7
-B-tf" i4o0 Z7 /J"74' /Soo SfA' /4>0 Zt4 -S.7t»' lO.OO - 10 /.O /i.o /4o /so /So /so 94 3^.7




•piiTOfi |< TffM-P<n2«TV»ll«S "F
TiMe i?oiO "R-Pr^ *•?£«!© cyt-HCAD irttexAiB MfliA»Btet« J>//V.
Hef\TTfc4ec-riOf>l ^eu^is 4-"^.S.E. fliTZ OK>i=^»cc Riiwe st-d. t>i*^. - .&/4"
-if* reM'^eitwrvwes •!=


























































































































































































































































































































































l5VNftwvo»Ae-reT2 re-RO P>-r O" »^<j HEfTTT^e-ic CTvOtvi'^OtNiS A" ^.S.£. ouz otin-.tc «=>sivie ^tt. x>.fl..•4(.^•
pl^,•«-o^| I*—TCM'pctemora^^ 'f y| 1« ^PBeisoiaes >t>>CHe6 fV<^-«^4 -jefrtPSK9rrott.s^ « F >j
vry ••//« "Mro ">''"<««* tSf-M^t/sr oKt^fcg 'VHMf»- ^^vk^y 3*M*^ ^or)l Coot.e'^ •<;• i«i«« /Var^bwtlRV
-8-1* lO-iW tob' 76"© 6oo Bob' /A*' /^A' /iid' fe'.Ji' -"i.O i.o O |%.0 i43.o »4*! ib'O \A% il% 54.?i>' +.«
iob-o s(m Tiro Aoo 3oA^ /^o /t,tf ^&'C i'.fb' -?.0 » >0 o iS.O 1*3.0 iM • b'o \<V% »»% 3^.S6' 4.«
11 o^..-« 57 7sro <ioo «7* /&0 /6^ f.<e 3.0 -l3.^5s' <'0 O iS.O i42.1> *4<? ife-O »A7 ' i«r.j> gasy S./^f
"8-Ha ilitr 6"% 76-0 (0OO X77 /6>0 /t,z <^.x 3.o -13.3*," I'O O i^.O l43 l4"» 1 4? l47 i^O.b' X<i.<fii 3.X^
II So &«f r*"o 6.00 ^77 z^*© ^6^ ^.^ 5.0 -f3.34r I.O <D 1^.0 i4-3 l4^ i STO t47 iX*.b' X^S 3.^9
3-l7 iXiO 6>0 7510 (ooo S!00 /60 /«itf Xt.9 ^.-fb' -4-.fe i.o O i^.o »4« i4<} ISO 141 Wi 3o.tf A:^
iZXS" 61 7d-0 aOO ^/7 /60 /66 X/.9 i.Zb' -4.*»' I.O O |?.0 I4Z »4<r 1 6'0 l4% 11% Sct" 6'
£
»
ASME STO. i>9uii\ae F-oeEO oriface oiah. .oao







BAROMETER 76C 8 *«»vi MG
TEMP. 2I.5*C
6"G.S. E.
TIME Rom rfm SPCKO
FT/MIN
TEMPERATORES IN
CYL. HEAD INL6.T MN. BRN6. WIN. QRNS. OIL PROM DYIV (AP)^,p
nift INLET OIL REf^OINA
" HgO
"i— pnessoREs IN "we
HaO
-TEMPCRATORGS IN »F
HaO To HaO FROH HaO To HzO FROM










/400 13 lioo lS6>o 5-34 /Co (SI 20S / bo /e.7 ISI -a.s (
l4off 14 ISoo IS<io 5^33 161 ISI Zoa iSo i&.i iS.i -<i.s- /
141 IS /Soo iSio S3 3 ICo iSi 2 68 ISO 161 IS.I -6.5 /
i4af 16 /500 /afeo SSA IS9 tSl aoi iSo 236 23,(2, -2.2 (
I+30 n /Soo tS6t> SSI IS9 tSi 2o7 ISO 23.8 23. (£ -2.2 1
I43S IB /?oo lS<^o SS£> IGo ISI 2o7 iSa 25.8 2S.6 -2.2 ,
(fas' (9 iS"oo leoo e-H scale Ido 161 2/3 (So 2(.«» 2^.1 -2.7 (
iSio 20 i^oo IBoo o^f scale I60 tSl 2(3 (5^0 Zi.A £•0.2 -2.7 I
IS/S 21 iS'oo lOoo o<* scale /GO 151 2»> ISO 21-5 29.2 -2.7 <
IS40 pe ISoo laoo SSA l6o ISI a«3 iSb 163 20.9 -<; 1
IS4S 23 iSoo IQoo SS-fe l&o ISI 213 ISO (£.2 2(. O - C t
ISSO » iSoo <8oo 5"5-6 IS<3 tSl eis 1 So I6A 2(.0 - a. 1
leio 25 ISOO I8oo 52'? isa ISI 2(2 ISO 11.2 /3.0 -(O 1
1615 2« iSoo iBoo 5-a.4 is^e ISI 2(2 iSa 11.2 /a.
9
-lO 1
1620 27 iSoo taoo Sa4 I60 ISI 2(3 ISO II.Z /2.9 -lO 1
/7.4 /4o /So ISO <3o 38 ec. 8 SS
/7.4 (4o /^o iSo 1>o 3e o 86 e..3S
(7.4 (4o tSo iSo <0o 36. o 8C 8.3S
(7.4 /33 ISI iSl 84 38. 8C 10.8
(7.4 /39 ISI ISI 84 38.
o
8<i lo.a
(7.4 (39 iSl ISl 84 38.0 86 I0.8
(7.4 /3S ISZ ISZ 8( 3d.o 36 1 £.»
(7.4 (38 IS2 ISZ 8( 5«.e. 8G 12.
<
(74 (36 ISZ IS2. Si 3°>.o 8& /2.(
/7.4 /39 ISI ISl 84 37.0 S6 lO.I
(7.4 (39 ISI ISl 84 37.0 8& lO.I
(74 139 iSi ISl 84 37. o 8G lO.l
(7.4 (4o ISO iSo 9o 37.0 86, -J.
6
/7.4 (4o ISa iSo <Do 37.0 66 7.6



















72o 4(4 (Co /5^/ /C9 ISO /7.4S /S.5 -fe '
72© 4(S (S9 /S( I70 ISo (7.4-S /S.4 -G (
72© 4(S (S9 /5( no ISo I7.4S /^.4 -G. /
96o 4 26 (S9 ISI (79 ISo (Z.S 18.(2, -©.9 (
<=>Co 428 (6o ISI l8o iSo ia.5 la.e. -9.9 (
dCo •428 leo ISl iSo iSo 12.3 ie.6> -9.9 '
96o 426 l6o ISI 1 Bo (So 12.3 iB.Q> -9.9 (
c><;o 444 I6( ISl ISO ISo (7.0 28.
G
-&.5 (
96>e> 44S (£( ISI lao iSo /6.9 26. -fc.3 /
96o •44<2. (Co ISI (8o /so /7.0 28.7 -6.5 /





(BAROMETER 766.G »m m V4G
TEMP. 23.3 "C
/7.4 (42 /4e 148 lie 54. o 61 2.9r
/7.4 142 148 (48 na 54. ei 2.95
/74 14 2 148 14ft ltd S4.0 62 2.9S
/7.4 (4 2 148 148 lie ^4.S 82 3.4
/7.4 142 14ft I4e MG 54. S 62 3.4
/74 (42 148 146 il<e .54.S 82 3.4
/TV 142 148 148 nc S4.S az 3.4
/7.4 141 149 149 112 54 S 82 4.6
/74 141 t49 «49 U2 S4.S 82 4.C
/7.4 (4( 140 149 /«2 54. S «3 4.C












BAROHareR 7S7.tt wtwi HG
TEMP. 22^ *C
DYNAMOMETER ZERO RCAOINS •• O''HS HEAT REJECTION RUNS 6" G. S.E.
rt*- ** ^ (
— PRESSUl^BS IN "HG-^ « TGMPcRATOI^eS IN
Tine RUN RPM
?l*ToN
SPEcD CyL.HMO INLET MN. BRMG MN.BRNQ OIL FROM DVN. (^F)aiR Pi Pe (aP)H20 HjO TO H2O FROM HaO TO HaOfRot HaO rUCLTEMP. FUEl.BOTA-
FT/MIN AIR INLET OIL SOMP REA0IN<3 "HaO KMTAKE EXHAUAT Enoine ENGINE Rota- COOLER ROTA, -F Mtrei?
METefl
loos' I <ioo 720 ICo I St ice ISO i2.4 -2 1 141 14 9 1 49 IDS 316 79
loio 9. &00 72o AAG, l£e 151 iG>e ISO 22.15 4.a -2 /7.4 141 149 149 105 31.7 79 4.0
(01? 3 6QO 72o 4-45 IS9 ISI ice iSo 22.6 4,5 -2 r n.'^ Kti 140 149 (OS^ 31.7 79 4-.0
1020 4 G>oo 72o 44- C. l&o iSl ICfi ISO 22.1S 4.i» -2 ( n.a 141 149 •'''5 lOS" 3l.S 79 4.0
I03O S (bOO 720 •44fc l&o ISl IG8 ISO 22.8S -4.4 •2 1 17.4 141 |<»9 149 I OS" 31.7 79 4,0
lioo & 8&0 SCO 4G8 IGo IS^l ISO l5o 22.1 8.0S" -2 1 I?.** 141 |4d I40 loS 43.C 79 s.ts
I3IO 7 eoo 960 <44ie ICo 15^1 tea ISO aa is s.o -2 1 n.^ 141 149 t*»9 (oS 43.
S
80 s.&s
I%l5 e 8<50 9&0 470 «6o IS^I IBI iSo 22.23 8.1 -2 n.'^ 141 149 HO (OS 4 3.C 80 5.8S
132$^ 9 8oo Q6o 4-70 ICo I St I8t lio 22.2S «.l -2 n.4 141 149 149 (oS 43.S 80 s.as
1423 /o /ooo iZao So9 IS9 ISI 192 \Sq 23.8 13.4 -2 1 n.4 I40 1 So 1 5b <D8 44.0 ea 7.8
H2d >l looo I200 sn ICo ISI |92 ISO 23.1 13.5 -2 1 n.4 140 1 So • S"© 98 44.2 8( 7.8
14VI 12 1 eoo iSeo Sn IS9 ISI I05 I'kO 23. a 13. S- -2 n.4 >4o 1 So 1 So 98 4A.S 83 7.8
M39 »3 1 ooo I200 S"!© ICI l$( lOS ISO 23. ( 13.4 -2 1 in.<t 140 ISO ISo 98 44. 63 7.8
\'iAS 14 loop iSoo So9 tC( ISI 193 iSd 25 1 13.4 -2 1 n^ 140 ISO 1 «"«> 98 44. 83 7.8
\SoS la looe ISeo 470 |C5 IS( 194 iSo W.3 <o.e -8 1 n.-i 141 149 149 10^ Ai.S 83 S.5
isio 16 leeo I eoo 471 ICo ISI 104 (So 1-4.
»
C.6 -8 1 n.*« 141 149 149 loS 44. B 82 S.3
Mio 17 lOAO I20O 470 /Co ISI (94 (So l-I.E C.8S -8 n.A 141 149 149 (OS 44.7 ds S.3
IS3S Id looo i2oo <47o ICo (SI l<>» (So l<».2 (o8S -8 11.4 141 149 149 loS 44.4 S3 S.3
lAaS 19 I60O l2oo 441 (Co l»l I9S (So 8.9 3.9 -le 1 n.4 141 149 149 109 4S.3 82 3.7
l6tS 2o looo iZt>o 444 iCo tSl les (So «.9 ^.O -12 1 n.i 141 140 149 104 4S.3 82 3.7
I680 Si loeo l2oe 442 i£o ISI l«f 160 6.9 A.o -12 1 n.4 141 149 »49 109 4s:i 83 3.7






BARoriETER 7CC.6 mm H6
TenP. 2i.s»c
II2( 1 iieo |32o ^39 Ib6 ISI 193 iSa 23.4 n.o -2 t 17.4 140 /So iSo 92 39.S ©1 8.9
U40 2 lieo I320 S»7 ICI • SI I9C l»0 23.fe 1C.8 -2 1 (7.4 (40 ISO \So 92 39 .S &t 8.9
II4S i 1100 »32o 53* ICl 151 I9C iSo 23.C 1C.8 -2 1 (7.4 /4o tS'a ISO 92 39. S as 8.9
|2oS 4 1100 l«24> SIC ICo ISI 197 iSo 19.1 ie.4 -5 1 (7.4 (40 /So ISO 95- 39.5 az 7.4
leis S U06 l3ao S(7 ICo ISI 197 iSo 19.1 12.4 -5 /?.4 /40 /5"o /So 95- 39.5 85 7.4
leao 6 lloo l32o sn (Co ISI 197 iSo 19.1 12.4 -5 /7.4 14 /So iSo 95^ 39.
S
83 7.4
l«40 7 llOb l3So 4ao IS9 l5t 2eo iSo 12.4 c^.& -(0 ( (7.4 14 ISO fSo lot 39. S SO 5.3
|t4S 8 lleo l3ao 481 l«o 151 a«o iSo 12.4 C.8 -10 1 /7.4 140 /So ISO lot 39. S 80 ^.3
leso 9 1100 I320 461 ICo 151 a*o iSo 124 6.8 ~IO 1 17.4 t40 iSo iSo loi 39.5 8/ 5-3
1320 10 I30O IS<io Sot IS9 IS' 2o9 ISO li.e 9.85 -10 1 (7.4 140 ISo ISO 94 38.0 84 a.
5
I32S II I300 iSCo So7 ICo ISI 2.09 iSo 11.8 9.85 -to 1 17.4 lAo ISO iSo 94 38. 84 C.5-






/ so //^ ^s/
^ ^S.-i' ^o.7S 4^36
^ S/ ;^6S s^
s s/ <^sjo. / ^'/-^
6 ^S 3SJ' J'^S
/ao s 4SO/s







66S/^Z6 ^Sy /^S ^d?^ ^S^-:56S // 7^ S3/ /6^ 3'J>^^4 7
vrT^ 36 7S <ffOy /^'^ -^/6 ^6




















ASMS 6TO. Sq.EO«6 ORlP/t)CE
OYN. ICfkO RertOING CHO









CVl.. HEAOINLET AIR WATEAT0WaTERi:Raf<mN.I3RNa. OVN. (AP)aiR
-TEMPertrtTORES
EMOINE BN&IME REAOINtt H20
JrtCKET TBMPeR«TURES 2t"G.S. E.
Pi Hi Po (/iP)Mao
iNTAKe eirHrtuat ort«Frtce
OIL FROM nut BRN6 WATER T<y WATER











IS-40 1 a4oo iftoo Aos i&o 139 IS2 nS^ 17.9 iO.O -3
IS4S a SMOo lAoo AOS IftO 139 IS2 ns n.9 lO.O -3
3 240O 1200 57y IGo IM.S" 127 n4 n.95 IO.O -3
4 a^oo I200 37S i6o 114. 126.5- • 74 n.9S IO.O -3
5 S400 12.00 37S ISO 114. I2&.S 174 n.95- IO.O -3
fr 240O i2eO S62 leo <i)4.S- I07.a ns 18.0 IO.O -3
7 24O0 laoo S62 l«o 94. I07.O 174 Ift.O IO.O -3





















































3 2400 I800 410 i6o /5^6 ice m le.o 9.G -3 /.o
10 2400 1200 412 l6o lid /60.S- lie ie.4 IO.O -2..as- 1 -o
II 2400 laoo -410 <6o ise I&9 179 18.4 IO.O -2.C5 l.o
12 24«0 leoo Ato (6o IS6 K&9.S 179 ie.4 (O.o -2. (,5 l.o
IS 2400 I200 ASb (6o i9l S02 179 19.2 IO.O -2.3 (.0
f4 24oo 1200 ASS lAo 191 2oa leo 19.2 IO.O -a.
2
(o
IS 2400 12 OO 4IS t6o I&4 |7fe ISO 19.0 IO.O -2.SS ( .o




/7 24 oo leoo 413 l6o IC4.5 l7t.S 1 Bo 19.0 IO.O -s.ss (•o
/e 24O0 taoo 413 l6o J64.6' l7fe.S l8o 19.0 IO.O -2.SS (o
/8 2400 I200 365- i6o tie 130 177 18.6 IO.O -So l.o
20 £4oo 1200 366 ICO 119 131 ISO 18.
e
lo.e -3.0 l.o
21 2400 l2oo i<,6 ICo 119 131 178 16.(0 (0.0 -3.0 1. o
22 24OO 1200 3Si> i&O <=>4.5- I07.S I7S- I&.2 (0.0 -i.se 1-0
23 240O laoo 349 l£o 9S.0 108 175- 18.6 10.0 -3.20 t.o
24 240O laoo 34fo l<oo 94 »07 176 18.
3
10.0 -5.1 1.0






















IG.Q, 148 140 (ce (16 7.5 6.95
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